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Abstract
Background Semiparametric survival analysis such as the Cox proportional hazards (CPH) regression model is 
commonly employed in endometrial cancer (EC) study. Although this method does not need to know the baseline 
hazard function, it cannot estimate event time ratio (ETR) which measures relative increase or decrease in survival 
time. To estimate ETR, the Weibull parametric model needs to be applied. The objective of this study is to develop and 
evaluate the Weibull parametric model for EC patients’ survival analysis.

Methods Training (n = 411) and testing (n = 80) datasets from EC patients were retrospectively collected to 
investigate this problem. To determine the optimal CPH model from the training dataset, a bi-level model selection 
with minimax concave penalty was applied to select clinical and radiomic features which were obtained from 
T2-weighted MRI images. After the CPH model was built, model diagnostic was carried out to evaluate the 
proportional hazard assumption with Schoenfeld test. Survival data were fitted into a Weibull model and hazard ratio 
(HR) and ETR were calculated from the model. Brier score and time-dependent area under the receiver operating 
characteristic curve (AUC) were compared between CPH and Weibull models. Goodness of the fit was measured with 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic.

Results Although the proportional hazard assumption holds for fitting EC survival data, the linearity of the model 
assumption is suspicious as there are trends in the age and cancer grade predictors. The result also showed that there 
was a significant relation between the EC survival data and the Weibull distribution. Finally, it showed that Weibull 
model has a larger AUC value than CPH model in general, and it also has smaller Brier score value for EC survival 
prediction using both training and testing datasets, suggesting that it is more accurate to use the Weibull model for 
EC survival analysis.
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Background
Endometrial cancer (EC) is the sixth most common can-
cer in women with 417 000 new diagnoses made globally 
in 2020 [1]. To stratify patient risk for treatment plan-
ning, it is important to study the time between the diag-
nosis of EC and events such as death or recurrence which 
are of clinical interest. Survival analysis methods such as 
nonparametric Kaplan–Meier (KM) method and semi-
parametric Cox proportional hazards (CPH) regression 
models have been proposed to study time to recurrence 
and death following the diagnosis of EC [2–6]. For the 
semi-parametric CPH method, different covariates have 
been included in the regression model, from social eco-
nomic factors [7] to clinical and radiomic factors [6].

However, there are limitations in applying these non-
parametric and semiparametric methods. Firstly, non-
parametric methods such as KM estimate cannot be used 
for multivariate analysis as it can only be applied to study 
the effect of one factor at one time [2] and it also cannot 
handle the time varying covariate [8]. Secondly, although 
the semiparametric CPH method [3, 9] offers much 
greater flexibility than most parametric approaches, 
because it does not need to know the baseline hazard 
function, it cannot estimate event time ratio (ETR) which 
measures relative increase or decrease in survival time of 
EC survival data. Finally, the CPH method assumes that 
the continuous predictors are in linear association with 
log-hazard [3]. However, this assumption may not be true 
in some real clinical situations for EC data.

Nevertheless, a fully parametric model, if it is the 
appropriate parametric model, does offer many advan-
tages [10, 11]. Indeed, the originator of the CPH model 
has expressed a preference for parametric modelling [12]. 
Because fully-specified models can be more convenient 
for representing complex data structures, and it can help 
with out-of-sample prediction [13]. Furthermore, a para-
metric model provides somewhat greater efficiency since 
fewer parameters are required to be estimated. Finally, it 
is easier to interpret the results if the parametric model 
matches some underlying mechanism associated with 
the data. In spite of these advantages, to the best of our 
knowledge, parametric models and the advantage of this 
method have not been investigated for EC survival analy-
sis with radiomic features. The purpose of this study is 
to investigate and validate the Weibull parametric model 

for EC survival analysis based on clinical and radiomic 
features.

Methods
This retrospective study protocol was approved by the 
institutional review board (IRB), and the research ethics 
committee of Imperial College Research Ethics Commit-
tee (ICREC) study reference number is 17/LO/0173 [6, 
14]. The requirement for written informed consent was 
waived by the ethics committee (ICREC) because of the 
retrospective nature of the study. All experiments were 
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Hel-
sinki. This retrospective study will develop and test a 
model which will be further validated as part of a larger 
prospective study (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03543215, 
https://clinicaltrials.gov/, date of the trial registration 
was 30th June 2017). In addition to three subjects were 
collected in the years of 2007, 2008 and 2010, the clinical 
data and image data were collected in between February 
2012 and December 2021, and the patient’s information 
such as death were updated on 23rd May 2023.

Patient information
Initially, 591 patients were included in the study. A con-
sort diagram for this study is displayed in Fig.  1A. The 
inclusion and exclusion criteria for the dataset were: (1) 
availability of censoring or event (death) survival infor-
mation, (2) availability of age at diagnosis and surgery 
date, (3) no other type of co-existing cancer [6]. The 
demographics of the dataset are available in Table 1. To 
investigate the survival probability, 131 patients with 
death time were selected to study the suitableness of 
the Weibull parametric method (Fig.  1A; Table  1). The 
missing values were neglected for group comparison 
in Table  1. Four hundred and ninety-one subjects with 
T2-weighted MRI scans were identified for clinical and 
radiomics integrated model development, of which 411 
subjects were included as training dataset, and 80 sub-
jects were used as testing dataset (Table 1). The radiomic 
features from MRI were obtained from a previous study 
[6].

Weibull parametric model theory
From the well-known accelerated failure time (AFT) 
model we have [9]:

Conclusions The Weibull parametric model for EC survival analysis allows simultaneous characterization of the 
treatment effect in terms of the hazard ratio and the event time ratio (ETR), which is likely to be better understood. 
This method can be extended to study progression free survival and disease specific survival.

Trial registration ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03543215, https://clinicaltrials.gov/, date of registration: 30th June 2017.

Keywords Weibull parametric survival model, Survival analysis, Radiomics, Endometrial cancer, MRI, Cox proportional 
hazards model
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 Y = log (T ) = µ + α′Z + σε  (1)

where T is the survival time, µ is intercept, Z  is a n× p  
real matrix, n is the number of samples/subjects and p is 
the number of predictor/covariate; α′ is the coefficient of 
the predictor. ε  is a random error term assumed to follow 
the extreme value distribution. For Weibull distribution 
there is an additional parameter σ, which scales ε . Let

 
γ =

1

σ
 (2)

 λ = e−
µ
σ  (3)

 
β = −α

σ
 (4)

Then we have a Weibull model with baseline hazard of 
[15]:

 h (x|z) =
(
γλtγ−1

)
eβ

′Z  (5)

where γ is the shape parameter, and λ is the scale param-
eter. The hazard ratio (HR) is defined as:

 HR = eβ
′  (6)

Based on Weibull model (e.g. Eq.  (5)), it is possible to 
estimate the event time ratio (ETR) [16, 17] which quan-
tifies the relative difference in time it takes to achieve the 
pth percentile (95% in this study) between two levels of 
a covariate. The pth percentile of the (covariate-adjusted) 
Weibull distribution occurs at:

 
tp =

[
−log (p)
λeβ

′Z

]1/γ
 (7)

Then the ratio of times for a covariate with value z1 ver-
sus values z0, with parameter estimate β  can be calcu-
lated as [17]:

 

tA
tB

=

[
−log (p)
λeβ

′z1

]1/γ
/

[
−log (p)
λeβ

′z0

]1/γ
= e

β(z0−z1)
γ  (8)

The Weibull model is unique in that it is simultaneously 
both proportional and accelerated so that both relative 
event rates and relative extension in survival time can 
be estimated, the latter being of clear clinical relevance. 
In Weibull model, as event time and event rate ratios are 
therefore linked by the shape parameter, it follows that 
if the HR can be estimated in a Weibull analysis, then so 
can the ETR be calculated by:

 ETR = e−β/γ  (9)

For each covariate, ETR = e−βi/γ , where βi  is the coef-
ficient of i  covariate. ETR is to qualify treatment effect is 
of some clinical relevance and is likely to be better under-
stood. It is also known as “acceleration factor” which 
measures relative increase or decrease in survival time.

Datasets and appropriateness for Weibull distribution
The distribution of the data was investigated based on 
131 cases with death information from all 591 subjects 
(Fig. 1A; Table 1), and a two-parameter (shape and scale) 
Weibull model was proposed to fit the data. The appro-
priateness of using Weibull, lognormal, and log-logistic 
distributions for EC survival data were studied with Kol-
mogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic test, quantile-quantile 
(Q-Q) plot, probability-probability (P-P) plot, and cumu-
lative distribution function. A Q–Q plot is a plot of the 
quantiles of two distributions against each other, or a 
plot based on estimates of the quantiles. The pattern of 
points in the plot is used to compare the two distribu-
tions. A P–P plot can be used as a graphical adjunct to a 
test of the fit of probability distributions, with additional 
lines being included on the plot to indicate either specific 
acceptance regions or the range of expected departure 
from the 1:1 line.

Statistical analysis
The R software (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, 
Vienna, Austria; version 4.2.2 [18]), was used for statis-
tical analysis. Particularly, cv.grpsurv() function from 
model selection package “grpreg” (version 3.4.0 [19]), was 
applied to determine the covariates in the CPH model. In 
the method, the maximum iteration was 1  million, and 
the composite minimax concave penalty (cMCP) was 
adopted for model selection. Other R packages, includ-
ing “survival” (version 3.4-0 [20]), “survminer” (version 
0.4.9 [21]), “eha” (version 2.10.1 [22]),  “flexsurv” ( ver-
sion 2.2.1 [23]), “SurvRegCensCov”  (Version 1.5 [24]), 
and “fitdistrplus” packages (version 1.1.8 [25]) were used 
to fit the data into CPH model and Weibull models. The 
“rms” package (version 6.6-0 [26]) was applied for para-
metric survival model, and “riskRegression” package 
(version 2023.03.22 [27]) was employed to calculate the 
time-dependent area under the receiver operating char-
acteristic curve (AUC) and Brier score. To generate time 
dependent AUC and Brier curves, the Score() function in 
“riskRegression” package was employed, and the boot-
strap number was set to be 10 in the function. As the 
bootstrap shows randomness, so is the result.

Data analysis pipeline
The clinical data and radiomics features were processed 
according to Fig. 1B, which shows the pipeline for fitting 
the data to a Weibull parametric model. Overall survival 
was studied, i.e., the dependent variable was the event 
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(death) and time (time from diagnosis to death or time to 
the end of the study if the subject was still alive). Clinical 
data including patient’s age at diagnosis, clinical cancer 
grade, and risk score were collected from all 491 cases. 
After image processing, 2083 radiomic features have been 
extracted in the same way as previous studies [6, 14]. 
Both clinical and 2083 radiomic features were   included 
for the model selection [6]. Before applying model 

selection, the mean and standard deviation (std) of the 
training dataset were calculated for each numerical fea-
ture for Z-score normalization and then applied to nor-
malize the testing dataset. Within the framework of CPH 
model, a bi-level model section method with a composite 
minimax concave penalty was adopted to select the final 
features from the training dataset for the survival analy-
sis [28]. To validate the CPH model, diagnostic analysis 

Table 1 Clinical information from the subjects
Training (n = 411) Testing (n = 80) P value (training testing difference) Death (n = 131) for testing Weibull 

distribution
Age at diagnosis 66.72 ± 11.43 63.66 ± 12.16 0.04 70.18 ± 10.86
Grade 0.2231 (n = 127), 4 missing

1 123 42 12
2 130 19 14
3 158 19 101

Risk score 0.2381 (n = 122), 9 missing
Low 149 41 12
Intermediate 78 15 10
High 95 9 42
Advanced 89 15 58

Fig. 1 A, consort diagram for this study; B, Data analysis pipeline. std: standard deviation; CPH: Cox proportional hazard
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was carried out using Schoenfeld test and the cox.zph() 
function from R “Survival” libraries [20]. The cox.zph() 
function is designed to test the proportional hazards 
assumption for a Cox regression model fit. The null 
hypothesis of the test is that the coefficient for the pre-
dictor does not vary with time. Residuals for each covari-
ate in the CPH model were plotted to check the linearity 
of each covariate in the model.

For the AFT Weibull parametric model (e.g. Eq.  (5)), 
the same selected features from CPH model were also 
used for the model fitting. The goodness of the Weibull 
parametric model fitting was evaluated with training and 
testing datasets. In addition, the check.dist() function 
from the R “eha” package was applied to check for the 
Weibull model fitting [22].

Results
The CPH model selection results from the bi-level 
method are included in the supplementary information 
(Figure S1). Briefly, based on the training dataset, we 
obtained 5 features in the CPH model, i.e., age at diag-
nosis (Age ), cancer grade (Grade ), and three radiomic 
features, i.e., Gray level Difference Method (GLDM, 
original_gldm_LargeDependenceHighGrayLevelEmpha-
sis), Gray Level Size Zone (GLSZM, GLSZM_GlVarianc_
HLH_32gl), and Gray Level Run Length Matrix feature 
(GLRLM, GLRLM_LRLGLE_LHL_4gl). Therefore, the 
final semi-parametric CPH model is:

 

log
(
h (t)

h0 (t)

)
= a1Age+ a2Grade + a3GLDM

+ a4GLSZM + a5GLRLM

 (10)

where h (t) is the hazard function determined by 
these covariates, h0 (t)  is called the baseline hazard, 
Age,Grade,GLDM,GLSZM, andGLRLM  are predic-
tors; a1, a2, a3, a4 , and a5 are the associate coefficients. As 
the dataset is not very big, and the model has not been 
evaluated on additional external datasets, the model 
selection process should not be taken as final. From the 
training dataset (n = 411), the mean and standard devia-
tion of these numerical covariates can be found in Table 
S1.

Using the training dataset (411 cases), overall survival 
time was fitted into the CPH model as shown in Eq. (10). 
Because the CPH model was based on proportional haz-
ard assumption, a statistical Schoenfeld test method was 
used to verify the assumption [29]. We did not find statis-
tical significance (at p = 0.05) for each predictor based on 
cox.zph(), with the smallest p value of 0.055 for GLRLM 
variable in the CPH model, suggesting the proportional 
hazard assumption does hold in this analysis. In addi-
tion, we plotted the scaled Schoenfeld residual of each 

covariate for the Cox model fitting (Figure S2 and Table 
S2 in supplementary materials).

The suitableness to use Weibull model was verified 
using 131 EC subjects with death information (Figure S3 
in the supplementary materials). From Figure S3, we con-
cluded that the EC patient’s overall survival data is sub-
ject to the Weibull distribution, and we then applied the 
Weibull model for the analysis. To make it easier to com-
pare with CPH model (Eq. (10)), we fit the data into the 
following Weibull function (Eq. (5)) which has the same 
predictors as the CPH model:

 

h (x|z)
=

(
γλtγ−1

)
ea1Age+a2Grade+a3GLDM+a4GLRLM+a5GLSZM+ε

 (11)

where γ  is the shape parame-
ter, λ  is the scale parameter, t  is time. 
a1,Age, a2, Grade, a3, GLDM, a4, GLRLM, a5, GLSZM  
have the same meanings as the CPH model (see Eq. (10)). 
Table  2 shows the estimated coefficients of the Weibull 
model (Eq. (11)) and CPH model (Eq.  (10)) from train-
ing and testing datasets, respectively. From this equation, 
other parameters such as HR and ETR estimations (for 
Weibull model only) can be calculated.

Table 2 also shows the comparison results from Weibull 
and CPH models using training and testing datasets. For 
the training dataset, the coefficients between the Weibull 
and CPH models are similar except covariate cancer 
grade 2, which shows bigger differences between two 
models. This is also the case for the HR estimation results 
from two models. The maximum coefficient difference is 
from cancer grade 3, where the difference is less than 5%. 
Second, the ETR from the Weibull model is smaller than 
1, suggesting that there is no increase in the overall sur-
vival interval for the patients, although the HR is larger 
than 1 signifying an increase of risk.

In addition, Table 2 includes the results from the test-
ing dataset, comparing with training and testing datasets 
results, the coefficients and HR between the two models 
are bigger for these predictors. Additionally, from the 
testing dataset, three ETRs (cancer grade 2, GLRLM, and 
GLSZM covariates) from the Weibull model are bigger 
than 1, suggesting that there is an increase in the overall 
survival interval for the patients.

Clinically, there are 3 levels of cancer grade, i.e., grade 
1–3. Because cancer grade is a categorical variable, only 
(n level − 1 = 2) level of cancer grades need to be included 
in the regression models (Eqs. 10 and 11).

Weibull model fitting diagnostic
The Weibull parametric model (Eq. (11)) fitting was 
diagnosed, i.e., the residual of the fitting was checked 
for the goodness of the fitting. Figure  2A and B display 
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the graphical goodness of the fit results from training 
data (Fig. 2A) and testing data (Fig. 2B). The check.dist() 
function in R “eha” package was employed to generate 
Fig. 2A and B, and the y-axis in these figures is distance. 
Figure  2A and B compare the cumulative hazards func-
tions for a non-parametric and a parametric model. The 
data fit the Weibull model well using the training data-
set (Fig. 2A), but for the testing dataset (Fig. 2B), there is 
a bigger bias for the fitting after a time longer than 900 
days. For each predictor in the model from training data 
(Fig. 2A; Table 2), except cancer grade 2, all other p val-
ues for the predictors are smaller than 0.05. For the whole 
Weibull model fitting, the overall model p value is 0 with 
degree of freedom of 6. If the Weibull model was fitted 
with testing data (Fig.  2B; Table  2), only p value from 
GLDM is smaller than 0.05, all the other predictors are 
larger than 0.05, but the overall model fitting p-value is 
0.0013.

Time dependent AUC and Brier score comparison between 
CPH and Weibull models
To evaluate the prediction accuracy, time dependent 
AUC (Fig.  2C and E) and Brier score (Fig.  2D and F) 
were calculated based on both training (Fig.  2C and D) 
and testing dataset (Fig. 2E and F). Figure 2C and E were 
generated for time dependent AUC estimation. Figure 2D 
and F were plotted for the Brier score curves, which 
include a null model (a model without predictor). The 
Brier score measures the prediction error, the smaller the 
value, the more accuracy of the model estimation. The 
mean and standard deviation of the AUC and Brier score 
from training and testing data can be found in Table S3.

For the AUC obtained from training dataset (Fig. 2C), 
the difference between CPH and Weibull model is mainly 
in the short time range survival time estimation. This is 
also the situation for testing data (Fig. 2E), where there is 

a larger difference between these two methods when the 
time range is smaller than 500 days, although the CPH 
model has larger AUC for the time range between 1000 
and 1500 days.

Discussion
This study applied and compared the use of the Weibull 
parametric model for patients with EC. We implemented 
the bi-level method to select the most important features 
for the CPH model, resulting in two clinical variables 
(age and cancer grade) and three radiomic features for 
inclusion in the regression model for survival analysis. To 
investigate whether the EC patient’s survival data is sub-
ject to Weibull distribution, 131 patients with death were 
included to fit into the Weibull parametric model and 
the results prove the suitability for the fitting (Figure S3). 
Based on the selected features from the CPH model, a 
Weibull model was fitted, and all the parameters includ-
ing HR and ETR were computed based on training and 
testing datasets (Table 2). Diagnostic for the Weibull fit-
ting and comparison with CPH model were conducted 
(Fig.  2A and B), the time dependent AUC and Brier 
results showed that it is better to use the Weibull para-
metric method for survival analysis (Fig. 2C ∼ Figure 2F).

There are several advantages to implementing the 
Weibull parametric model for EC patient survival analy-
sis. Firstly, unlike the CPH model, where the baseline 
hazard function is unknown, in the parametric Weibull 
model the baseline hazard function can be estimated. 
Secondly, just like other parametric models, it can be 
used to predict the survival time even without having the 
samples in the training data, i.e., extrapolate the data out 
of the sample range. Once we obtain the model param-
eters, distribution function and probability density func-
tion can be computed. Thirdly, in addition to obtaining 
HR, we also get ETR from the model, which is beneficial 

Table 2 Parameters estimation from Weibull and CPH models (confidence interval = 0.95) based on training and testing datasets. For 
the Weibull model with training dataset, the scale parameter lambda is 3.0447e-05, the shape parameter gamma is 0.9929. For the 
Weibull model with testing dataset, the scale parameter lambda is 1.2608e-07, the shape parameter gamma is 1.8057
Predictor (training data) Weibull coefficients Weibull HR Weibull ETR CPH coefficients CPH HR
Age 0.5620 1.7541 0.5678 0.5476 1.7292
Grade 2 0.2038 1.2261 0.8144 0.2178 1.2433
Grade 3 1.9327 6.9080 0.1428 1.9048 6.7183
GLDM 0.2676 1.3068 0.7638 0.2738 1.3149
GLRLM 0.4012 1.4936 0.6676 0.3846 1.4691
GLSZM 0.1636 1.1778 0.8481 0.1546 1.1672
Predictor (Testing data)
Age 0.2427 1.2746 0.8743 0.2123 1.2365
Grade 2 -0.6262 0.5346 1.4145 -0.7579 0.4687
Grade 3 0.8632 2.3707 0.6200 0.7667 2.1526
GLDM 1.3011 3.6733 0.4865 1.1876 3.2792
GLRLM -0.6376 0.5286 1.4235 -0.5363 0.5849
GLSZM -0.4999 0.6066 1.3189 -0.4383 0.6451
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to study the treatment effects on survival time. Finally, it 
makes the explanation of survival time stronger than the 
semi-parametric model like the CPH model. The Weibull 
method can interpret the survival time based on a spe-
cific distribution. As a result, the analysis with paramet-
ric models is stronger.

In summary, parametric Weibull model has the follow-
ing advantages [16, 30]: firstly, Weibull analysis offers the 

opportunity to predict how data might mature over time, 
something that is of great interest within EC patient sur-
vival data. It can be an alternative method to CPH model 
to study not only overall survival, but progression free 
survival, and disease specific survival. Even when data do 
not follow an exact Weibull distribution, a Weibull-based 
analysis can give results that are very similar to those 
obtained from a Cox regression analysis.

Fig. 2 Graphical goodness of fit for Weibull model (A, B) and model comparison between the CPH and the Weibull models (C, D, E, F). A is generated 
from the training dataset, while B is from the testing dataset. The irregular black curves in A and B denote the nonparametric method, while the red 
smooth curve represents the Weibull model fitting. The unit of x-axis is day, which is the survival time. The closer between the red dotted line and the 
black curve, the better the fitting results. It compares the cumulative hazard function for non-parametric and parametric Weibull models. Time dependent 
AUC from training (C) and testing (E) datasets. Brier score from training data (D) and testing data (F) are also displayed
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It offers an easier way to interpret the results, and it can 
predict the survival probability out of sample. It also pro-
vides somewhat greater efficiency since fewer parameters 
are required to be estimated. Finally, Weibull analysis 
provides ETR values which are not available for semi-
parametric models such as CPH model.

Relation with other current studies
Although Weibull model has been applied to survival 
analysis for the patient with lung cancer study [31] and 
gastric cancer [32], to the best of our knowledge, this 
is the first time to apply Weibull parametric model 
with MRI radiomic features for survival analysis for the 
patients with EC. Using colon cancer patient data, a pre-
vious study [33] compared semi-parametric methods 
with parametric models based on Monte Carlo simula-
tions study, even though semi-parametric models per-
formed slightly better than the parametric approach, 
parametric models were superior to the semi-parametric 
model based on large dataset. However, another study 
shows the parametric model is generally better than the 
semi-parametric model for the survival study in cancer 
study [11]. Use of Weibull functions with overall survival 
significantly increases the precision of small arms typi-
cal of early phase trials. The study reported that frequent 
deviations from the CPH model proportional hazards 
assumption for the survival analysis due to treatment 
effect [11]. Furthermore, for cancer patients with treat-
ments, parametric models have been applied and proved 
to be a plausible method [34], which is similar to our data 
where patients were recruited for treatment which may 
change the risk and, as a result, change the survival time.

Limitations and further work
We have applied the Weibull parametric model for the 
study, other parametric models such as Gamma distri-
bution, normal distribution [35], and modified Weibull 
models [36] have not been tested and compared for the 
study of EC survival. Therefore, one future direction is to 
apply and assess these models for EC survival analysis. 
Also, we did not evaluate the Weibull model for predic-
tion of recurrent-event survival model for EC [37, 38]. 
The time to recurrence of EC patients may be estimated 
based on parametric recurrent event data analysis mod-
els. Furthermore, model selection for Weibull model [39] 
was not developed and used for this study. Instead, this 
study used the model selection algorithm for the CPH 
model, which may not be ideal for the Weibull model. 
Finally, although we included 491 cases in this study, the 
total number of patients with death is still small (n = 95 
in training dataset). Larger dataset will be helpful to 
improve Weibull model fitting, as previous study showed 
that parametric model is superior to semi-parametric 
model when dataset is large for the estimation [33].

Conclusion
We evaluated the Weibull parametric model for EC 
patient survival analysis. Our results demonstrate that 
the Weibull model is more accurate than a conventional 
CPH model containing the same number of features. The 
Weibull model calculates the treatment effect in terms of 
the HR and ETR simultaneously. ETR measures the rela-
tive improvement in survival time, and it is likely to be 
better understood by some non-statisticians than con-
ventional HR. This method can be extended to study pro-
gression free survival and disease specific survival of EC 
patients.
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